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ousins Places Peace Hopes
n Revamped U.N., Geneva
uman Life
ow Fragile,
Precarious,

Approves
Anti-War
Peace Group

j{!, IMISERT TAY 1.0It
N WS Editor
checked" reA major but "well
anization of the United Nations
d quick agreement in the Geoi disarmament talks were sugted by Saturday Review Editor
kiman Cousins yesterday as
rethod.s of preventing "total nulear violence."
Dr. Cousins spoke yesterday
turning in a nearly-full Morris
bile), auditorium on "Education
sd Our Future Foreign Policy."
"Human life has never been
are precarious and fragile as at
aii moment," Dr. Cousins said.
But there is no defense except
tics -- real peace, workable
race."
A real atmosphere of peace, he
:knowledged, requires a solid
ructure of peace. It can’t be atlined, he said, by a deal with the
Met Union, "either above the
ible or below it."
"It is time," he said, "to make
PEACE ONLY ANSWERSaturday Review Editor Norman Cousis U.N. a forum of law and jusins spoke yesterday to a large group of SJS students and faculty.
re - it must have adequate
Dr. Cousins stated that "we’re going to have nuclear violence unwets."
less we find some alternatives."
But any "world government"
owers must be carefully I
ed,"
cke he added. "There should
police force unless there are
arts to interpret the laws."
And a peace by strong deterat power is "fallacious," Dr
halts warned, -We’ve been told
ar for I I yea I’S, and we’re more
secure now than we were then."
By TRACY GODFREY
A buildup of nuclear weapons
kilt create a situation leading to
While other colleges and many legislators have denounced
t"accidental" destruction of hu- the controversial loyalty oath demanded of students applying for
nt life, Dr. Cousins added.
loans under the National Defense Education Act of 1958, San Jose
Can we certify completely to
e total responsibility of every- State students have accepted thousands of tax dollars in comparae who can push an Hsbutton?" tive quiet.
asked.
During the academic year 197,0-641. S.D.: lent S. 134.000 to 285
’People want and are entitled students under terms of the \ ! )1 \
peace," he said. "It does not call
This is the act President Eisen -S
miracles."
hower and numerous congressional
leaders have renounced as "unrealistic," and they have worked for
its deletion from the program
SENATORS SPONSOR
Is
Senators John F. Kennedy DClark ID-Pa.,
S.
Joseph
Mass.),
lesearch Papers
SJS students are wanted by and Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.1
I Chi, national honorary Pay- jointly sponsor legislation to elim400 society, for possible pres- inate the non-communist .oath.
a white
Controversy has revolved around I What happens when
stain in the Spartan Psychofamily attempts to sell a home to
cal as.sn. meetings, March 23 the oath because other recipients !
family?
of government funds have been by- a Negro
124.
Between," Ann Bra Wall
"The
like;
a
of
oaths
requiring
in
passed
Papers most be turned in to the
den’s factual account of such a
thole*, department
office, nature,
Opponents of the oath argue case in Louisville, Ky., will be re157, by Monday. March 7.
only papers will be selected for that it singles out students for viewed by Dr. Leonard Feldman,
I delivery
special assertion (if loyalty, to. assistant professor of mathematBrant Clark will be guest lates the first amendment requir- les, at 12:30 p.m. today in cafeaker at the banquet at 7:30 ing students not to believe in teria rooms A and B.
Dr. Feldman said the author dei. March 21 in the cafeteria. His something and communists would
scribes the social reactions when
loot will he the "Psychological not hesitate to lie.
she and her husband attempted to
ects of High Altitude Flight."
LOANS UP TO 5 YEARS
sell a home to a Negro family in
’lie SPA meetings provide an
loans
student
provides
The act
1954.
o rtunity for students in
PsY- up to $1000 a year for five years
"A strong point of the book is
logical research to describe
education.
in
for students majoring
the description of emotions of the
ir work to other
engineering
and
students
science, mathematics,
Negroes involved," Dr. Feldman
ity members.
Experimental and modern foreign languages.
said, "and it has a strong, sympa,,ch is preferred.
program,
Under terms of the
thetic feeling for the antagonists."
students receiving loans pay no
Ile said the author, a journalinterest during time in school.
ist, could well have been for segAfter graduation, recipients have
regation because she was raised in
one year of grace before repaying
the deep south.
the loan and have 10 years to re"The significance of the book’s
pay at 3 per cent interest. Majors
students Craig Carlson
the title," Dr. Feldman added, "is that
repay
not
need
education
In
Richard Schenberger received
pay only there is a wall built between Neids Thursday from the Society entire amount --they can
for five groes and whites in segregation
teach
they
--if
one-half
Economic Paleontologists and
which keeps the whites in and the
years after graduation.
e rologists,
Negroes out, or vice versa."
according to Dr.
l’ne F.. Kartchner, Physical SelNot only is the book concerned
l’ department head.
Prof Named Chairman with the selling of the house, Dr.
Eartehner said this award
Feldman explained, but it also
Arnold I: True. SJS
a "signal honor"
for the men. of meteorology, was recently ap- deals with southern attitudes
the society Is
composed of ex - pointed chairman of the commit- Negroes voting, riding busses, at5 the field of
earth science. tee on atmospheric pollution for tending theaters and the like.
Robert Arnal, assistant
the northern California branch of
or of geology at sjs, Prois a the American Meteorological
nberi
society.
Cchenberger and Carlson will
Professor True said the commitre, a free one-year
Vets attending school under PL
tee, one of the many in the somembership
a oneyear
subscription to the defy, is concerned with air pollu- 550 are requested to sign their pay
nals of
the society, Dr. tion, cloud physics and weather vouchers for February. today in
lchner said.
the Vets office.
modification.

ino

Si Chi Desires
esearch Papers

Students Get $1341000
n U.S. Defense Loans

Saturday Review 1..ditor Norman Cousins yesterday called the
Acts for Peace program "another
excellent approach" to education
for world peace.
The local Acts for Peace group
has not been officially recognized
by the college.
Dr. Cousins sat attentive as the
"coordinator of the peace program" at SJS explained the Acts
for Peace activities in the cafeteria.
One listener complained that
some students refused to join the
program because of bad word-ofmouth publicity inferring government objection to persons who
"signed anything."
Dr. Cousins explained that the
method of presenting peace information might turn persons avva:,
even though the information mil
be unobjectionable.
"But we’re never going to o
without a debate," he said. "And
the big job is to create a debate’
Dr. Cousins described his recent
trip to Russia, saying he was "surprised" at the friendliness of the
Russian people, their not-so-low
standard of living and the relative
freedom of speech tourists have.
"I realized that much of what
I had read was not accurate, and
I felt resentful," he added. "The
press and magazines had not prepared me for what I saw in the
Soviet Union."
Ile hammered away at the peace
proposals he had made in his
morning lecture. Russia will accept disarmament, he said, and we
should "grab it before they change
their minds."

Capital Punishment
To Be Discussed
Race Problem At Group Meeting

Subiect

eology Students
eceive Awards

Vets’ Reminder

"Abolishment of Capital Punishment" will be the discussion
topic at the Lutheran Students
issn, meeting tomorrow night at
7:15 in the Christian center.
The Rev. William Jonas, Presbyterian clergyman and executive
director of the Spartan Y, will lead
the discussion.
Stationery and stamped envelopes will be available for those
who wish to send personal letters
to their legislators following the
meeting.
Jim Hatfield, LSA president,
said that all students interested
in this current issue before the
special session of the legislature,
are invited to attend and express
their views.
A dinner costing 50 cents will
be served at 6 p.m. It will precede
the discussion.

Co-Rec Program
Sets Olympic Film
Tonight’s (’u- Rev’ program from
7:30 to 10 p.m. in the women’s
gym will feature films of the 1952
Olympics at Helsinki, according
to Mike Jackson, Co-Rec chairman.
Besides the films, there will be
the usual Co-Rec activities -badminton, volleyball, (lancing and refreshments.

Lyke Stories Due
Tomor r,i
ii, the last day to
submit stories or artieles for
Oh,’ first i’41.111. of 11,y ke, s,is feature magazine, said Ron ’Miller,
editor.
The stories shouid be typed
double-spaced and he of short
story length. Submit the manuscripts at the Lyke office, al.

NO.RIPb.

SJS Court
Selections
Announced

By I-. \ Itl.l I
\
Capital punishment is
p lain immoral and unworthy
of an etilight,lied society- said the Rt. He% J
A. Pike before
a full I
,e last night in Nlorri,. Dailey auditorium.
Bi,Imp Pike spoke under the auspice,- of the Cdillege lieligIOUs et/1111. 11 .11111 iii.- College Lecture con %%%% illee. Farli.r
lie had
talked %ill* -tudents and faculty at a meeting *el
retnec.,,ii
,it
Wel
g
and ..1.1/,--oof Ow I...mils mid
-

ASB Council
To Appoint
Class Jobs

Student court attorney at large
and court secretary were appointed yesterday afternoon following
inerviews and discussion carried
over from last week at a regular
Interviews and appointments of
meeting of the student court in a senior male representative and
the College Union.
sophomore male justice heads the
Steven Bornstein, junior psy- list of items the Student Council
chology major, was chosen attorwill tackle in today’s session at
ney at large, and Daniel Plumley,
the College Union.at 2:30
junior marketing major, was apLast week’s meeting was carpointed court secretary.
t ied over to the next day due to
Three applications for attorney interviewing of eight candidates
at large and two applications for for court justice positions.
court secretary had been received I Guy Gleason, ASS vice presiby the court.
dent and chairman of the student
Before closing the meeting, chief activities board, will present a
justice Bill Gilbreth discussed resolution for council approval
court procedures with present and asking that only traditional all newly-appointed members of the school events be pre-scheduled on
court.
the activities calendar.
Applications for sophomore male
As it stands now, the calendar is
justice still are available until 2:30 often cluttered with events that
today in the College Union. Quali- are sometimes changed two and
fications are a 2.25 overall grade three times. Gleason said.
point average and a 2.25 previous
ASB Pres. Rich Hill will ask
semester average.
approval on the appointment of
Gene Mahn as public relations
chairman.

Edwards Eligible
Navy Chief Burke
For S600 Grant
In Insect Research Will Lecture Here
On U.S. Defense

Dr. J. I,ordon Edo toils, professor of entomology, has been approved for a $600 research grant
in the study of alpine insects above
10,000 feet in the Teton mountains, Yellowstone national park.
Dr. Edwards, past president of
the Pacific Coast Entomological
society, has written numerous
books on nature study and entomology. He also has one of the
largest individual beetle collections in the United States.
He boasts that he has climbed
40 peaks in Glacier national park,
30 of them with his wife, Alice.
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Taking a I llllll an life is always
an evil thing, but this doesn’t
mean that it is moer justified,
said Bishop Pike. In self defense.
Ii,- explained, it may he the lesser of two evils; Ln the case of
war it may he necessary for the
nation to defend itself. "Likewise, the death penalty would
be justified If some significant
social good Were shown to exist," he said.
The crucial question before the
legislature is whether the death
penalty definitely does achieve a
significant social good, he added.
"Since the taking of human life
is evil, the burden for its justification is on those who should support the legal taking of life."
WHY PUNISH?
Of the four purposes of punishment for a crime retribution, rehabilitation, protection of society
anti deterrence to others. -Bishop
Pike stated that only deterrence to
others could be a possible excuse
for capital punishment.
"If the facts showed that capital punishment had a significant
deterrent effect, I would be for
it, or some equally effective substitute," he said.
"There is no correlation between
whether or not a state has capital
punishment and its rate of homicide," Bishop Pike said, citing a
study by Dr. Thorston Sellin of
the University of Pennsylvania.
’NO DETERRENCE’
"Since deterrence simply does
not exist." the Bishop said, "the
death penalty it totally immoral.
Deliberate, unjustified homicide is
murder; and it is not less so because the public does it as a
group rather than one individual’s
doing it to another"

Admiral Arleigh A. Burke, chief
of naval operations, U.S. Navy.
will speak here Friday at 10:30
a.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Sponsored by the college lecture
committee and campus ROTC units, Admiral Burke will lecture on
national defense. He is a former
chairman of the joint chiefs of
staff.
Admiral Burke has had a distinguished record of service in the
U.S. Navy since his graduation
from the U.S. Naval academy in
1923. He has received numerous
combat awards during this time,
including the Distinguished Service medal, the Navy Cross, the LeAlmost 3500 students attended
Dropping classes after Friday gion of Merit, and the Purple preliminary tryouts to vote for
will be by petition only, accord- Heart
song girls yesterday afternoon in
ing to the registrar’s office.
Morris Dailey auditorium. Twelve
Cards for dropping vial:Sell
finalists were selected.
must be filed by Friday hut will
They were: sue Myles, Kathy
require a petition signed by the
Colman, Kathy Armstrong, Jan
Today, at 2:30 p.m., is the deadinstructor, adviser, department
Johnson. sue Harris. (ymithia
head, and division head after line for applying for ASS positions Spalding, Jackie Eriekson, Jackof
senior
male
representative
and
that day.
ie smith, Margie Harvey, 1114V
A late fee of SI will also he sophomore male justice. Applica- Houck, Stephanie Bruton and
tions are available at the College
eharged after the deadline.
Nancy Reesink.
Union, 315 S. Ninth tut
Final selection will be made tonight by a committee of six faculty members and six students including Steve Bevis, head cheerleader; Sandi Ashabraner, head
I
N1.111:1
song girl, and Dave Towle, rally
CALCUTTA, India [’PI / &Ales Premier Nikita Khrushchev
arrived here yesterday from Indonesia for his second visit within two committee chairman.
Students are invited to attend
weeks and began immediate conferences with Premier Jawaharlal
Nehru who met him at Bum Dum Airport. They were joined later by the last tryouts, which will be held
in TH55 at 7 p.m.. Towle said.
Surma’s Premier-elect lt Nu.
Voting in the preliminary tryCIVIL RIGHTS FIGHT IN SENATE
WASHINGTON ’UPI! -The Senate droned into the second day of outs was set up as a rating sysits around -the-clock civil rights debate yesterday with a conciliators. tem. Each girl was rated accordnote from Southerners on proposed Negro voting guarantees. But the ing to personality, performance
Southern senators, fighting to block passage of a civil rights bill, and skill. This was the first time
showed no signs of surrendering to Senate leaders’ efforts to break in several years that ASS memtheir talkathon by keeping them lb continuous session.
bers have been allowed to vote.
From the 12 finalists, five reguMAYOR CHRISTOPHER GUEST OF HONOR AT BANQUET
LONDON (UPI’ San Francisco Mayor George Christopher was lar and two alternate song girls
the guest of honor Monday night at a banquet given in Leningrad by will be selected tonight.
Nikolai Smirnow, chairman of the Executive Committee of the city
Soviet, the Russian news agency Tass reported yesterday.
Earlier Monday, Tars said, Chrishopher and the party accompanyknikv.
ing him had visited Russia’s biggest turbine factory, where the 200,000h
kilowatt steam turbine that won the grand prix at the Brussels World’s
Fair was built.
POPULATION EXPECTED TO ALMOST DOUBLE
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI )--Total population of the San Francisco
Little Boy Blue
Bay Area’s nine counties will climb from an estimated 3,730,000 next
come blow your horn.
July and to 6,200,000 in July, 1980, according to figures released yesterIt’s Endsville and
day by the Bay Area Rapid Transit District, Santa Clara and Alameda
you’ll dig it as
counties expect the largest population gams. Santa Clara will grow to
such. R/A has mad
1,285,000 and Alameda to 1,410,000, Van Beuren Stanbery, economist
Walk -Over Slip-On
and population expert said. Most of the Alameda county growth would
Moccasins, comfy
be outside Oakland.
on the scene or at
Stanbery said the upsurge is due to "the unexpected rise of feryour pad. And
tility rates, an upsurge of births throughout the nation ..." lie noted
man, the tag says
that California and the Bay Area are expected to continue growth at
just 16.95. Try a
rates far above those for the nation.
pair: you’ll
NORTH BAY COLLEGE SITE TO BE SELECTED TODAY
give up sandals!
SACRAMENTO (UPI I --Gov. Edmund G. Brown said yesterday Ito
would not take part in the selection of a site for a North San Francisco
Bay state college. The site selection was scheduled to take place before ROOS ATKINS
the Public Works Board today. Ten sites in the four North Bay counFast at Santa Clara j
ties will be considered.
SSX;Sx.X..Xiie.SSSssxX:xxeeiele

Finalists Vie
For Song Girl
Jobs Tonight

Drop Cards Due

ASS Openings

world wire
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ntelf Comment Shelley Berman
Olympics Gate Receipts
Fall Short $1 Million
It appears much of the skepticism that went along with
California’s financial aid to the Olympics was justified.
Olympics officials estimated that receipts would amount
to 8300,000 more than expenditures.
But estimates of receipts were a little high. The gates didn’t
collect the expected 83 million. In fact, early figures released
by the Olympic Organizing committee show that ticket sales
were close to El million short of estimated intake.
Other revenue sources: ski lifts, parking, program sales,
concessions and television, brought this total up another $400,000--still far behind planned intake.
Assemblyman Paul J. Lunardi D-Roseville) said the figures are "shocking" if they are accurate, but he said despite the
financial instability of the Olympics, their contribution to the
state and the nation justifies the loss.
Lunardi said the games "stimulated" the federal government’s program of developing alliances with foreign nations.
It would be difficult to prove any simificant effect that
hockey games and speed-skating have on Khrushchev’s mind.
But assuming such contests do have a favorable effect, it seems
Lunardi is tight.
There is a chance, however, that he is right in his first
statementthat the figures are shockingand wrong in his
assertion that the games stimulate alliances.

GRAND OPENING

The ?kw Iltaque
Coffee liewe
MARCH 5th
LIVE JAZZ
featuring

The Gary Thorpe
Trio

The new ittaque Coffee liewe
484 E. San Carlosbetween 9th and 10th

CY 5-9686

The gdat.04. SCRIBE*
is the Ball Point made
to write best on PAPER!

AComic Genius
By 4.Eit.ti.D NACHMAN
Drama Editor
It would take some time to
round up 10 persons who do not
know what "coffee, tea or milk"
stands for.
Anyone who has been In this
country the last six months and
who has had his ears open at all
will know it stands for one of
the fastest growing comic institutions in the United States:
Shelley Berman.
Berman, a mild appearing
man, has reached skyscraper
heights in no time at all v,ith
his personal humor.
The 35-year-old comedian
looks as if he would fit better
behind a counter than on a
stage, holding an audience of
3200 in one hand as he did last
Thursday night.
His two albums, "Inside Shelley Berman" and "Outside Shelley Berman" have been owned,
loaned, and listened to in record shop listening booths more
than any other single album in
the last half year; 500,000 have
been sold.
Never before has the art of
talk so thoroughly whipped music in the record business.
(Berman had the monologue
road paved before him, however,
with such comic conversationalists as Mort Sahl, Lenny Bruce,
and the more dignified approach
of Hal Holbrook in his "Mark
Twain Tonight!" masterpiece.
WHY SO POPULAR?
Berman’s in-person performance Thursday helped crystalize
the reason for the man’s enormous popularity: a sincere dedication to the magnification of
that universal insectthe human
foible.
Berman quite (rankly turns
his personality inside out, picking his brain for the truth in the
little man’s make-up. He rarely
falls to find it, drag it out of the
locked vault of the psyche and
tack it tip for everyone to see
and titter at.
The combination of point of
view, attack, material and several body tricks make the Berman act a slick, well-plotted affair.
He uses only one extra prop
beside his own bodya cigarette. But what he does with his
hands, feet and elfin face more
than does the job for him.
Berman slyly WWII his hands.
They rub his forehead, stroke his
jaw, knead his wrist, clutch the
stool. He MAYS his very expressive Jewish face. It twists, contorts, smiles, winces, puckers,
writhes and does about all a face
can do.
He makes full use of his legs
and feet. They are crossed mostly, sometimes stuck beneath him
under the stool, sometimes
straddled, sometimes folded,
sometimes poked out in front of
him.
HUMOR IN VOICE
Then there is that unmistakeable whining voice. The irritated sound of the civilized American, confronted with a too-complex life.
He makes the voice work for
him, ton. It’s like an un-oiled
door opening, or a last half inch
of a soda being sipped. Berman
is a sly showman who knows
most of the tricks in the book.,
When he tilts and talks, 3000
people talk back with their
laughter.
His style is impeccable. Every
gesture, brow-wrinkle, puff-ofsmoke, grimace is in its right

place; there are few ad libs to
his act. His timing puts Longlnes-Wittnauer to shame.
Berman’s acting experience
(10 years) has not gone to
waste. In his classic father-toson routine, Berman goes all the
way from high humor to (lathes,
with imperceptible ease.
He surely, smoothly glides
from the rollicking laughter of
one minute to the pin-drop silence of the next.

BERMAN NOT ’SICK’
Berman grows disgusted at
the lumping of his form of humor Into the undefined "sick"
category. Interviewed by Doug
Coleman and George Yanok of
HOED-TV before his act Thursday, Berman justifiably sounded off:
"We (the new comics) are as
different from each other as we
are from our predecessors. It is
ridiculous to compare us," he
argued.
Is there an upheaval in comedy today? he was asked.
"No," he answered, "but the
monologist has returned. It is a
new phenomenon."
"Sahl is social comment, Mike
(Nichols) and Elaine (May) are
strict satire, and mine is more
confession," he says.
Shelley Berman is confessing
more than his own tiny sins. He
is confessing the "inside" of us
all through the insight of his
humor.

Apt

al treasure" by the Japanese go
vernment for his work with pottery. Dr. Sanders is writing a
book on Japanese pottery with
Tomirnoto.

Dr. Herbert Sanders, professor of cecamies, will speak on
"Japanese Potters" at a Festival of Arts program in A133 at
S tonight.
Dr. Sanders, who last year
spent 10 months in Japan on a
Fulbright research scholarship
and sabbatical from San Jose
State, interviewed more than
100 Japanese potters while studying Japanese pottery and ceramic education.
During his research work at
Kyoto university and Kyoto Municipal university of Fine Arts,
Professor Sanders worked with
Kenkichi Tomimoto, who had
been designated a "living nation-

Jazz Concert
The Miles Da is quintet will
head a musical program, "Dimensions in Jazz," at the San
Jose Civic auditorium at 8:30
p.m. tomorrow. Also appearing
on the program will be the Ramsey Lewis trio, singer Jimmy
Wttherspoon and the newly formed Jazztet.
Davis, making his first West

And His Quintet
Benny GoldsonArt Farmer

JAllTET
PLUS

Jimmy Witherspoon

Ramsey Lewis TRIO
MARCH 3rd at 8:30
Civic Auditorium
Tickets $2.50. $3.00, $3.75
Student Prices with ASS Card

S6teld,W0k SCRIBE ’1.69

San Jose Box Office

Ste Claire Hotel

CY5-0888
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Motion picture films
the lives and music of showi
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scheduled for the Survey of 2Ir
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The class meets in
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Just released
for VICEROY
the Cigarette
with
A THINKING
MAN’S FILTER ..,
A SMOKING
MAN’S TASTEI

FecfiVal

N
"Re

the Hottest Jazz
Record In Years

Vol

WHAT A RECORD!!

Only
and 2

PIATFLP

YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS d

Benny Goodman
Louis Arov,Iroo,i
Erroll Garner
Shorty Rogers
Jonah Jones
Duke Ellington
Ben Webster
Red Norvo
Bob Scobey
Buck Cloytoo
Vic Dickenson
Rex Stewart
Dukes of Dixieland

VICEROY

Cigarette packages!

Hurry! Hurry! Get this truly great jazz record at a
low, low price, while the limited supply lasts! Record
features your top favorite Jazz Instrumentaliststhe

Whole’ I note,. Freseetatiel

MILES
DAVIS

Soak

TICO’S TACOS

Spaztana

Martians’ Lullaby
March Of The Toys
Royal Garden Blues
Just A Mood
Shine On Harvest Moon
Erroll’s Bounce
St. James Infirmary
CoribiribnTin Roof Blues
Wheni The Saints Go Marching In

Vt-

cnoaamstedcNonoce.
Concert

RUN TN, MAN DOWN To

10 GREAT JAll NUMBERS

Here is a piece of paper.
Clip it out and try this
test: write on it with
an SilteiteWok and all
other ball point pens,
and by golly you’ll see
what we mean.
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winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students. Send for Campus Jil’LL
Festival today. Use coupon below!

rCROWN a WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Ile 355
Louisville I, Retouch,’
Ploono mend me pordpnid---record(al of the Special VICF.ROY
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is 81.00 (no some. Or.
and 2 empty Viceroy packages for each record ordered.
Name
Addrees
Zone
City
State
College .
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the thought that our responsibilities, as much as we enjoy them,
might be too big for us, It is this
fear, coupled with the idea that
our opinions might not be worth
anything, that cause us to turn
down opportunities for new jobs
and new "ways of life" more than
the male set.

SJS Houses Install,
Plan Spring Functions

DELTA UPSILON
Fourteen pledges were initiated !
into the DU house recently. The!
new actives are Ward Anderson,
Dave Bertoli, Roger Brown, Dale
Heisinger, Gary Holbrook, Gordon
lionize, Charles Kemple, Dave
Most of our fears are fears of Lage, Bob Liljenvvall, Kent Robre,
tomorrow but the psychologists Pete Schmidt, Dave Van Noy and
Larry Wells.
say these are, for the most part.
unfounded. The majority of the,I
situations we fear we won’t be
able to cope with never arise.
When looking bewk upon those
that do arise we will find that
we have met the situation well
and survived It.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
John Savage was elected Lambda Chi president at a recent election. Serving with him for the remainder of the school year are:
John Adams, vice president; Larry
Peck, secretary; Phil Gegen, treasurer; John Terrill, rush chairman;
Art Ryan, pledge trainer; Bill Cox.
ritual; and Woody Longsen, social
chairman.

But take heart! We may be the
fearful, complex-ridden weaker sex,
but frustrated members of the
male sex, the article concludes,
are three times as likely to commit
New Lambda Chi actives are:
suicide over something which
Stese Dunn, Bud Haldeman, Jim
would cause us only a moment of
Anderson, Bill Bischoff, Gordy
besieged by anguish.
Chapman, John Niacin, Woody
Longson and Bill Keily.

.e and marriage.
say the psyOur bigegst fear,
chologists, Is people; thus even
though we are Trion. socially
;student than members of the
orates. we are inclined to
;tor%
IVe,

CHI OMEGA
This evening the Chi Omega
ladles will hold an exehange with
the. men of Sigma Chi. The evening %will include roller skating,
dinner and a social time.
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HAWAII
SUMMER SCHOOL
Spend the Summer Attending
Classes in Hawaii
Beautiful Waii Apartment-,
The Most Complete Tour Available
Via Pan American
Jet Clipper

Send For
Catalog

TOURS OF HAWAII, S.J.S.C.,
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
"
’..-2-:mplete Summer School Details

HO 2-0071
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DELTA GAMMA
Feb. 21 the DG pledges pulled
their sneak, taking the actives to
Uncle John’s Pancake House for
breakfast at 5 a.m.
Feb. 22 the men of Delta Sigma
Phi serenaded Carole Gordon, who
was recently selected their Carnation Girl.

ALPHA OMICRON PI
Nancy Schlosser was elected AOPi president for the spring semester.
Serving with her are vice president. Sandy Lunn; corresponding secretery, Nancy Jahn; recording secretary, Julie Henningsen; treasurer, sherrii Lerearl; senior representative to
Panhellenic, Nancy Tarbox; junior representative to Panhellenic,
Karen Powell; fraternity education, Mary Kay Payne; scholarship, Molly McClintock.
Publicity and reporter to TO
’ ,ItAGMA, Judy Mills: doorkeep!. Luann Vidack; historian, Nan Rourke; AWS representative
rit assistant standards chairman,
:.;rid Sorensen; standards, Nancy
rbox;
house managers. Jan
-1..ipness and Nancy Jorgensen;
Ish, Gail Neubrand; recommenda,ns, Sally England; social, Mariri Cox; charm and courtesy. Site
, is,; philanthropic, Sigrid Sorenactivities, Karen Powell; song,
*le Quist and Nancy Jorgensen.
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LARNE, senior business major, to ION HALEY. member of the U.S.
MICHEAL MOMBROOKER, Cal Nosy slat ioned on the U.S.S. RanVEDA BOVA, from San Jose Poly senior mathematics major. A ger.
now employed locally, to Alpha July wedding is planned.
BETTY MUTTON, senior nuns Tau Omega DAVE NEVIS, sophofront San Jose. to DOUG
Duchess Hall resident ROBIN fl
more political science major from
METAL, junior business major ADDISON, senior business major
San Jose.
from Santa Barbara. to JACK (I’mit Salinas.
Jerry Snyder, house president.
Alpha Chi Omega JUDY NELChi Omega MARY JESSUP, soHAWKINS, University of Califor-1
was nominated to represent ATO SON, junior sociology major
Ma at Santa Barbara junior psy- phomore general elementary edit for the outstanding active award from Concord, to Stanford Sigma
chology major. A September soil cation major from Sunnyvale, to
In the nation.
Alpha
Epsilon LAWRENCE
Lambda Chi Alpha ART RYAN,
ding is slated.
The brothers are holding a coat LYNCH, pre-law major from Orescience major from
Duchess Hall coed CLAIRE EM- senior
and tie dance Marais 12 at the gon, on Feb. 14.
(silica- San Mare, .1 December wedding
Chateau Bossey.
Alpha Chi Omega CHARLOTTE ERSON. freshman general
is planned.
PLANK, junior general elementary tem major from Belmont, to MAR education major from Modesto, to
SUMMER JOBS IN
DELTA ZETA
LANE RICHMOND. University of
The ladies; of Delta Zeta held California engineering major from
In San Jos.,
their initiation ceremony Satur- Modesto, on Feb. 5.
ETHYL-1004. OCTANE
dav at the house. A banquet folAlpha Chi Omega KATHLEEN
ALL.INCLUSIVE
PACKAGE
MIS
REG.-904. OCTANE
loa ed the event.
GILLENWATER, sophomore kinFOR MEMBERS ONLY $329
dergarten-primary
major
from
Cigarettes 22c
job
round
-top
air
fare
Summer
Norwalk. to Sigma Phi Epsilon
orientation course
health and
All Moor
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER
social racep
WILLIAM HUDSPETH, senior alicident insurance
Films of a trip to Pago Pago
first, night accommodations
psychology major from El Centro, Non
highlighted a tea Feb. 21 at the
postal service
sightseeing trip
on Feb. 13.
information on inside Europe etc.
CWC. Annie Biddle, CWC resident.
4th 8, William-6th & Keyes
showed the films of the island
For more information write to:
10TH AND TAYLOR
where she did graduate research
American Student Information Service
MARILYN
SUE
DAEHLER, Jahnstr.56., Frankfurt/Main, Germany
during semester break on the migratory habits of the Zacha bird. senior recreation major from Glen
dale, to STANLEY DEAN GADWAY, sophomore enginering major
from North Platte, Nebraska,
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SONDRA BROOKS, senior soFriday the SAE men will hold
their annual Almaden barn party. cial science and general secondary
The event is being Planned by so- major from Palo Alto. to Lt. J.G.
TERRY A. DENNISON, Washingcial chairman Jim Thompson.
The new SAE Daughters of Mi- ton State college graduate from
nerva, the sister organization of Cosmopolis, Wash., now serving on
the fraternity, will be announced the aircraft carrier Bon Homme
Richard in the Pacific. The wednext week.
ding is planned for June 26, 1960.
RENA ELEANOR NICOLSON,
ALPHA OMICRON PI
from San Jose, to ROTC and PerNancy Schlosser, Sandy Lunn, shing Rifles member
STEVEN
Irene Woodworth, Nancy Jorgen- EARL VAN TUYL. junior business
sen, Marie Giancoli and Nancy major from San Jose. A late sumJones will represent the chapter mer wedding is planned.
Kappa Alpha Theta JEAN FARat the Alpha Omicron Pi district
day convention Friday and Satur- NEAL senior education major from
Jackson. to Delta Sigma Phi BILL
day at the University of California
RYAN, graduate social science maat Los Angeles.
i jor from Taft. A late summer wedMarilyn Cox has been selected ding is being planned.
Kappa Alpha Theta BARBARA
to represent the sorority In the
Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of MAME, senior secretarial and office management major from Taft.
Hearts contest.
o’ ’I be in Copenhagen.
On thee 61st and 62nd days of your tour
to College of the Pacific Delta UpCopenhag, is truly a gay,
sometimes called -Paris ci the Nor’’,
silon DICK WALSH, senior phyhappy city with every type of antntv.nmen :nstured in its world.
sical education major from Taft.
s.
symbol of Copenfamous "Tivoli Pati." The litt’v Me,- rvd
hagen and can be seen in the biisy 1,bc, Csc.el,gen ;, one of the
The wedding is set for December.
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPIlHer
74 -day all. in.
many cities you’ll visit throughoof ’i.e
Kappa Alpha Theta ANN LAM"burglar alarm" worked fine, but
and descriptive
elusive TOUR OF EUROPE. Call or invte f-,.
BRECHT, junior philosophy maS net, San Frencisco,
folder to DALY STUDENT TOURS, 555
Mrs. Dorothy Langley was robbed
jor from San Jose, to Dartmouth
Calif., telephone: ORdway 3-5161.
anyway. She attached a bell to
graduate Sigma Nu PAUL ROBher pocketbook and heard it tinklERTSON, from Los Angeles, now
ing while she was at. the theater,
attending Stanford law school.
but the thief escaped.
0101e
Sigma Kappa SUE RAFFETTO,

Marriages

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
ATOs Rick Deweese and Jeff
Kolling have been nominated to represent the house in the Gamma
Phi Beta Man of the Year contest.

Lowest Gas Prices

EUROPE

20% STATIONS

Engagements

You’ll
be
here
this
summer...

o’s

DALY STUDENT
TOUR OF EUROPE
. . . 74 wonderful days

Foiled

EE’sPLEASE NOTE
CHEYENNE IUPII - The following notice appeared in the classified advertising section of the
! Wyoming State Tribune here:
! "Have husband. 40---will trade for
two 20’s. Jane."
The next day this rebuttal showed up underneath: Help--Jane not
wired for 220’s. Bill."

junior physical education major
from Belmont, to ROD LEE. junior physical education major from
Anaheim.
Phi Mu JUDI DELL PERRY.
junior occupational therapy major
from Pasadena, to ROBERT DEEMER. from Pasadena, now attending the U.S. Army language school
in Monterey.
Duchess Hall coed SUE GIL
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Frosh Tennis Team
Meets CSM Today

Long Lea Jab

V.’, la, I v ‘.I.Jrch 2

4SP ART %X D %IT

Boxers Jubilant in Dressing Room
After Upset of Badger Apple (art

With a 6-1 triumph over Stockton in its opener, and a second
place finish in the Northern California Intercoilegiates at Stanford
last weekend, the trash tennis
team sends its racquet corps
against San Mateo college today
on the local courts at 2 p.m.
Tennis mentor Butch Krikorian
says his frosh aggregation is ntJ
best I’ve ever had," and is louka..
forward to a fine year from his
yearling net men.
Don Kilos, a highly -ranked southern Californian, Is top-seedisi
but is being pushed by Stillson

been disappointed at what you Monday night.
1 Big Archie Milton playfully c;;I:saw.
San Jose’s NCAA amateur box- j ed Bartell along side his grinning
ing champions were in the process ’ lace and simply said, -nice goin’.
of upsetting highly rated Wiscon- man." Someone else across the
sin university’s apple cart and steamy room said. "Do you knoss
when unknown Stu Bartell’s hand what you just did? You’re gonna.
was raised in victory over the be famous.
In another part of the small.
Badgers’ NCAA king Charlie Mohr.
assuring the local mittmen of vic- noisy room Steve Kubas, who came
through with a surprising win in
tory. all hell broke loose.
Julie Menendez’ battle-scarred the bout which was supposed to go
Spartans felt no pain in the sting- i to the Badgers’ Howard McCaf- ,
ing red marks which were part of (cry, received several thumps onj
triumph, but in the visiting team the back front teammates who reroom Wisconsin licked its wounds membered his important win
and headed for Nevada where they which was overshadowed by Barmet, and defeated. the Wolf Pack tell’s.
Quiet Ron Nichols shrugged
off his draw necessitated by a
M71Elf a
out eye a hich he dealt Ellls
I:asser as only the bell saved
the Badger battler from being
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
pounded into submission by the
little Hawaiian. N’Ichols modest’GENE KRUPA STORY’
ly said. "I think I would have
LE - C’
-Ll
had him if it could have gone
’FBI STORY’
SURPRISED CHAMPIONCharley Mohr, Wisconsin’s NCAA
on." There was no doubt about
titleholder reels backward in an effort to evade a sharp left jab
It. (lamer was fortunate.
thrown by Spartan mittman Stu Bartell. Bartell knocked Mohr
Ca
Dave Nelson also fought admit.- j
down en route to a surprise upset of the Badger boxer.
a!so
ably as he held Wisconsin’s bobTHEATER
GAY
IsIcChis;
Brown
weaving
and
THE
bing
"FOR
to a draw.
"BUT NOT FOR ME"
FIRST TIME"
sirst.s. its; vitt
Ma,;. Lanza
Is.,,
"THAT KIND OF WOMAN"
7r.a Z.a ’73E- e
Coaelt Is
Ji;
- Sparfor a let, otatt.te, at ter it,
tan solleyballers notched is fourth
grimacing from an accidental
place in the recent Stockton tourblow landed by Wally De 11;
nament, marking their best showTOWNE
SPL.RTAN DRIVE-IN
-but assured everyone he was
ing to date.
right. The referee allowed the
"LOVERS OF PARIS"
San Jose entered two teams, the
’NEVER SO FEW’
punch, claiming it landed above
G.
.::ipplers second finishing a respectable sevCoach Hugh Murrl
PLUS
the elastic waistband, but Shoghi. continue workouts today in preenth out of 12 entrants.
’FOR THE FIRST TIME
"PREMIER MAY"
the Iranian power puncher, had no paration for this weekend’s Pacific
- .aZ,. Zsa Sac .r
reason to feign a foul, for he was Coast Intercollegiate Tourney at
outpointing De Rose at the time. San Luis Obispo, after winding up
Charlie Brown was a picture of a successful dual meet season with
.711002i3M.25,-77-5a --,21 -2- 71-..LEWIKU232EUMANERW’
happiness as his speedy fists and a. 19-11 triumph over Cal Fridas
RENT A TYPEWRITER
longer reach had won another over
Special Student Rafe
The Spartans’ 8-9 record tot
a tough Gary Wilhelm.
3 MONTHS $15
.067 percentage was the best sla’
LOW BLOW LANDS
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
America’s Most Beautiful Hafbrau
posted by any California cullej.,
Another unfortunate low blow
96 E. San Fernando
CY 2-7501
FACED BEARS
sent Bill Maddox to the canvas in
Against the strong Bears, San
the 165-pound bout and after
lengthy discussion by the ring an- Jose heavyweight, George Hewitt
WE FIX
nouncer, the referee. and the two and 147-pounder Jerry Nelson bath
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
Spares
boxing mentors it was agreed the scored pin wins, Nelson’s corning
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
fight should be called no-contest, in the rapid time of 2:20.
while you
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)
Dave Nevis. Bob Lopez and BerThe decision was met with a chooffend
Die Rhinelander
Billie Gallagher
0.
rus of boos which echoed through. nie Slate sparked the matmen with
class
decisions over Bear wrestlers. as
out the auditorium,
Band
on the piano
9 am 5 pm
;f
The fans hy this time were an- once again the Spartans snel,
gered by the numerous unfor- forced to forfeit the 123-po.11i.
m:r.irn.,m time -2 hrs
ibidPaU
garden City
Innate incidents that occurred weight class for lack of a comShoe
and they felt that Bob Christo- petitor. Thi, has been a costly facCY 7-2002
51 SO MARKET ST.
’
Repair
pherson of the Badgers should tor III, 4 EAST Sett: AN’ONIO
i2sit.( Iii) 110I
have been disqualified and the
firtritigiste
isoWrot tr
eLIL
Mumby will probably send a
bout awarded to Maddox. hut
the peculiar no -contest ruling milar line-ap into the annual 1’i
SPECIAL OFFER...
prevailed.
meet, but indicated L. D. Benn; ;
It’s over now, but the battered recovering from an infected at.
Badgers will have another oppor- will get the call at 147. Jerry
tunity in April when San Jose Ian will be in the 101 class.
makes the long sojourn to MadiIn last year’s tourney the S.Ison. Somehow the trip should seem matmen finished fifth to Oreg;
several hundred miles shorter than State who again boasts a strni
the one Vern Woodward’s Badgers squad, which is fasore:1 to sws
made yesterday.
the team title.
Genuine imported hand -carved
cherrywood pipe...
that really smokes!

,.011
Fridas
aL./
night you might have seen Lddie
Machen dispose of Billy Hunter in
Madison Square Garden. If you
traveled to San Francisco’s Cosy
Palace Friday you saw Spider
Webb pound out a 10-round decision over Rory Calhoun in all unpopular verdict.
If you just wandered antond
downtown Sun Jose and heard the
civic auditorium shake with thunder, you undoubtedly wished you
were inside to see what was going
on, and if you wene curious enough
to spend $1.50 you would not have
’t,
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How much do you know
about your car brakes?

Only
00
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and p.ctur of
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RIIgh
from nw
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CHECK THESE POINTS NOW
Symptoms. Probable Causes - Remedy
NOW

Cl

Sir Walter Raleigh
in the
new pouch pack
keeps tobacco
44% fresher!
Chisle Itenstucky Surisy
Lotra Agedt
lionatia crane? Meeks right!
Snooks* ewes?! Can’t bits?

Mail Today!
Please send me prepaid
2 heeded pp. c) Enclosto is St
no stomps, please, and the picture
of Sir Wolfer RaleFgh front the boo
in which nw pouch is pocked for
each pip. ocdered.

NAME
ZONE _ STATE

COLLEGE
This offer good only in US A Not valid instate, where prohibited. toted, or otherwise restricted. Offer expires lune JO, 1960. Allow lour weeks for delivery.
I.

COPT1.1 1957 tr COCA COLA C.41.4w,

Don’t just sit there!
You’ll enjoy today’s copy of this publication
much more if you’ll get up right now and get
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.
(Naturally, we’d be happier, too!)
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Tabu Room

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

Si. Wolter Raleigh
Bole 303
Louisville 1, Kentucky
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Old World Charm in Dining

Clip Coupon..

of
13

to the "House of Good Foods"
for a delightful dining date.

KBM

Shown
Apt...moiety
4; Actual Sits
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Yeti 7te Invited

Squad
Matmen Prep volleyball
Finishes Fourth
For Weekend
Pa Tourney

This unique two -headed pipe is a
real conversation piece... a toast
for your collection! Hand -carved
in the Italian Alps and finished
in gay colors. Stands alone on
its own tiny legs. Ideal for
sour desk, mantle, or bookshelf
mighty good smoking, too!
A real value shipped direct to
Nou from Italy. Send for your
two -headed pipe today!
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MAYFAIR
"NEVER SO FEW

For 2-Headed
Pipe Collectors

dub. Curdle Strnod tin
Ken Bone and base
Bullet
out the top six that will
of the season’s action.
Friday the frosh make
tin.
Jaunt to San Jose CIIV
where they encounter tl.te
’
netters. again at 2 I’m

1

BE REALLY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The Coco -Colo Company by
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Jose

1. Is the Pedal Spongy or Rubbery?
Air in brake system
Improper shoe adjustment
2. Pedal goes all the way to floorboard.
Normal lining wear
Low hydraulic fluid
Cylinders are defective
Air in system

Linings soaked with leaking
fluid or grease

6. Car pulls to one side.
Excessive wear of drum
Improper adjustment

7. Fading Brakes.
Excessive heat
Bad linings

3. Loss of pressure.

REMEDY

Leak in system

4. Pedal must be pumped.
Improper adjustment

Worn linings
Air in system

5. Grabbing Brakes.
Improper shoe adjustment
25 Years

by to"’
Hese your ear’s brake system impactedopeners.
pellet specialists who have the ill and
Trr9"
like
jobspecialirls
to do,aa
safe,
brat. il,ro
vsure
liSks
who ca,, offer you a complete te,r;ce atd
end over 25 yeses emperienc in
mechanical repairs.
Silva for Yo’
Slop in today and see Yager
brake inspection or repairs.
Parking
Student
Rotes

YAGER & SILVA

THE COMPLETE" SHELL SERVICE STATION
Corner 4th and Son Fernando

Tracksters
Tiff SCYV
pair

.111.,

Santa Clara Youth Village provides the first competition for the
WS Spartans in the initial track
meet in northern California Saturday at 1:30 Am. at the Spartan
track.
This meet Is the curtain raiser
of the Olympic season and Coach
Bud Winter plans to run the
events according to sanctioned
Olympic standards.
This means that events normally run in yards will be transferred to meters, such as 100 yards
to 100 meters (110 yards).
Events run out of the chute, like
the 440 and 880 yard runs, will begin in front of the stands and finish in front of the stands.
This change means that the 220
will be run around one turn instead of the former straightaway
and the 440 will be one time
around the oval rather than the
previous one curve.
SCYV has a well balanced team
with such name stars as Ray Norton, Lazslo Tabori, George Mottos and Berm Wyatt.

STOP

t pass Go, do not collect
11200 lo directly to DICK’S
.’LACE where they have a
poly on good food. Delici’dies designed to fit the
’ budge. make Dick’s your
DICK’S
BRIK

fitAC

1
ns

San Antonio and S. Ninth

Coiffures
for
Coeds
20%
Discount
.-ith student body card
A by Sam and Staff

SAM’S
AMMAN

TOWN AND COUNTRY
HAIR STYLISTS
CY 4-9934
14 Almaden

The Tuxedo Shop

Extends Best Wishes

Sigma Pi
,able

Orchid Girl Dance

The Tuxedo Shop
r. MEN S FORMAL WEAR
rn. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
Mon. & Thurs. to 8 p.m.
35 S. Fourth St. CY 3.7420
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Netters Meet St. Mary’s in 1960 Opener Friday

A strong varsity net squad
moves into action Friday on home
courts in the season opener at 2
Dr ’VICK PETERS
p.m. with St. Mary’s, following a
second place finish behind Stanford in the Northern Cal Inter:WE MILTON_
povserf
heasvueiglii
r’ - collegiate tournament last weektar, is "rusty" Iron i his relatise inactivitv,
we’d hate to see him end.
boxing in tip-top shape. No one would be safe
in the ring with
Butch Krikorian %%ill keep his
him!

Milton, Bartell in Boxing Spotlight
IF Ail(

Previous to his first fight against Nevada a few weeks
back,
Millie, 1958 N1:AA champ and 1959 runner-lip,
Was reportedly
stale due to a lad. of ring activity. Maiiv colleges do
not
boxers in the heavyweight class because of a lack of big pugilists.enter
His first effort, a unanimous decision over a back -tracking
Nevadan, wasn’t really a criterion as to whether mammoth
Miltie was
up to his previous NCAA-winning form.
The name Milton obviously makes his opponents quiver when it
Is shouted by the ring announcer, and once the bell sounds it
is quite
apparent that his foes want nothing to do with big
Archie.
In Friday’s affair with the Badgers, it was the
same story all over again. Eyeing his opponent with
a cold, icy stare from the moment he climbed into
the ring, Archie had the poor fellow ready to pack
up and go home even before the first bell sounded.
When time came for the battle to begin, we felt
like blood-thirsty Romans about to witness a gladiator come before the lion.
Poised to the utmost, Milton carefully stalked
his opponent and, looking like a pro, waited for an
opening before committing himself.
When that opening came it was "look out Wis.
consin" for the rest of the bout because the visitMILTON
ing heavywight was no match for big Archie.
TO SAY THAT MILTON HAS OUTCLASSED his opponents in
his only two 1960 efforts would be an understatement; but, through
no fault of his own, he has given the audience an impression that he is
an untouchable piece of boxing machinery and that his foes are very
frightened individuals with yellow streaks down their backs.
We wouldn’t climb into the ring against him, but certainly someone in these opposing schools should be willing to go all out in an
effort to topple the champ.
If this Isn’t the case, more power to the awesome Archie for
his superiority; but college boxing In the heassweight ranks obviously leaves a great deal to be desired_
CHUNKY STU BARTELL, Spartan fighter in the 178-pound class,
astounded even his staunchest admirers with his stunning upset win
over Wisconsin’s Charley Mohr last Friday night at the civic auditorium, as his mates pounded a decisive 5-2 triumph over the team which
was considered San Jose State’s major hurdle towards an unprecedented third straight NCAA title.
To he prefectly frank, we were surprised at Bartell’s terrific
showing after a couple of sloppy previous efforts.
Against the University of Nevada Wolfpacks, in particular, gutty
Stu, who apparently can take it with he best of them, didn’t look too
good in dropping a unanimous decision to his Nevada opponent.
Actually Bartell had been outclassed from the bell and talk
around the campus labeled Stu a
"beaten man" before he even set
his eyes on Mohr, the 1959 NCAA
champion who won the "most outW
e
Zan,
standing boxer" award in last
year’s finals, and claimed a nearotwetri and
perfect 12-0-1 slate in NCAA competition.
Bartell, greatly confident in
Siverinta3
himself, didn’t let the odds in favor of Mohr put him at a psychological disadvantage.
56 Years in San Jose
At the start of the bout everything was going along according
to the expected pattern. A highly
confident Mohr was going after
his supposed "dogmeat" and actually claimed a narrow edge after
the first two rounds.
In the third, and final, stanza, however, Bartell unleashed
a savage volley of blows which
sent Mohr reeling to the can’as.
Stu kept pouring it on in the
third and Mohr, obviously shaken
by the knockdown, couldn’t make
up enough points to compensate
for his unexpected battering, leaving Bartell a proud victor in a
grueling match which had been
tabbed as "no contest" in pre -fight
chatter.
At the announcement of the decision. Stu wore a grin from ear
to ear and there’s no reason to expect a letdown from this fellow,
Who may have just picked up
enough confidence to make him a
threat for national honors.

Special
Two reminders to you students . . Wednesday,
March 2nd is the start of Lent.... Also, students
living outside the campus area must show ASB
card for FREE delivery

dtty

430 to

I

.. and forever she will be proud of
the diamond bridal ensemble you
chnme from our excepucnilly
fine collection.

REMEMBER TO

Call CY 4-4009

in 10
in in

p

p

and place your order

Use our divided payment plan
at no extra cost

Closed Monday and Tuesdays

SAN REMO’S
21 8 WILOW STREET

SAN JOSE

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

weal

IT’S GORDON’S
for
SKI RENTALS

WELL OVER
2000

SKIS - BOOTS - PANTS
PARKAS - CAR RACKS

PAPERBACK
TITLES AND
INCREASING
WEEKLY

GORDON’S SPORT
SHOP

,
San FernandoBetween

3rd and 4th

CY 3-0503

JIFFY CAR WASH
Entrance Across from Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
Union Oil Products
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted
SPECIAL

ROBERTS BOOK co.
125 SO. FOURTH

994 CAR WASH
With purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline
We give S&H Green Stomps

The
Big
Spring
Issue

"Coming ...
FRIDAY
March I8..."

"Five Minutes till Spring"
This issue is the BIG MINUTE IN College Promotion Plans for Spartan Daily
advertisers.

THE SPARTAN DAILY SERVES:
14,000 Student Population
1,600 Student Families

Introduce your services and merchandise
Values to this dynamic, young market ... in
the Spartan Daily’s Big Spring Issue.

THE SPARTAN DAILY ALSO SERVES:
1,000 Faculty Members
200 Admin. and Staff Employees

Social Register of Advertisers
in the 1959 Spring Issue

TUNA
OLIVE

and Sat

f3A9usjefil’
WELCOME

Call Your Spartan Daily Salesman Now

2 New Pizza Treats

DELIVERY TIMES

two top netmen, Whitney Reed titIon for the Spartans. but the Cal’s liears on March 1
and Bob Hill, on the sidelines match should tune -rip SJS for the
Reed and Hill will get starting
against the Gaels, and go with a more rugged opposition offered by calls in the Cal encounter.
singles team of Bill Schaefer, Nick
Scharf, Harold Anderson, Ken
Green, John Bousquet, and Tom
Morris.
The mediocre St. Mary’s team is
not expected to offer stiff compe-

W. (). L V AN
civet er3
N
JUNG

SINCE 1904
In Downtown San Jose
First & San Fernando Vs.

ACE LUNCHEON
ALLEY BARBER
A & M AUTO REPAIR
ARCHIE’S
BAKMA’S
BERG’S
BLOOM’S
BOHANNONI
BREHM BROS. SERVICE
BUNGALOW FOUNTAIN
AND BAKERY
THE BURGER HOUSE
COAST RADIO
COLLEGE BOWL
COLLINS STUDIO
COLMAN’S
CORTIER’S HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO
DESIMONES
DUNDEE
EL RANCHO DRIVEIN
SACK’S II
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
FIRESTONE STORE

FOX
FRED AND JOHN’S GARAGE
GALBRAITH’S
GAY
THE GUILDED CAGE
GLORIAS
GOLDEN STATE COMPANY
GORDON’S
GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
DR. HAROLD HASKELL
HART’S
HEROLD’S
HUDSON’S
THE JOLLY INN
JUDD’S
KSM
LARK’S
LICURSI’S
MADEMOISELLE
MASTER TIRE CO.
MAYFAIR
MODERN OFFICE MACHINES
MONTGOMERY HOTEL
MOSHER’S

lot MOTEL
NAVLET S
PAUL’S CYCLES
PAUL’S JEWELERS
PROCTOR’S
ROBERTS BOOKS
ROOS ATKINS
SAN JOSE BOOK SHOP
SAN JOSE PAINT AND
WALLPAPER CO.
SENTER PARK
SKATE ARENA
SPARTAN BOOK STORE
SPARTAN CAFETERIA
SPARTAN DRIVE-1N
STUART’S
STUDIO
STATE MEAT MARKET
TALL GIRL
TIRE SERVICE CO.
TODD’S
TOWNE
U-DO.IT LAUNDROMAT
THE WARDROBE
WINCHELL 5 DONUTS

Make Your Space Reservation Now!

DVD

IISPARTAN
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Wednesday. March 2, 1960

Year in Spain Offered by NYU
stes-epied
Spatiii.li Lingo:Age
hispeciti I ly designed for A:Ilene:in
students, the classes will consist
lang4ge,
of Spanish literal
history and civilization, geography,
fine arts, and music, and will begin
with concentrated practice in conThe program is intended for stu!
versational Spanish and orientadents with a major or minor in
tion lectures on the Spanish way
Spanish. but other students who
have adequate preparation in the of lire’
Requests for further information
and applicatioris for 1.01mb:skin to
the program should be sent tu:
t.enzietkl
PPUSSO.
.11l1.11!
Dr. J. Richard Tuven, "Junior Year
education major , recently ttkah
radio in Spain." Foreign St talent Center,
campus closed
ROIL
elected president of the SJS Ca l I15 Washington Mews, New York
fornia Student Teachers assn. lot station, will broadcast the following proy Ness. York it, N.Y.
grams today in SDI 17 and the College
the coming year.
---Other officers elected were San- Union, 315 S. Ninth st.
dra Culcasi, vice president; Wilma
12:30-1 p.m.Essays in JazzGeorg,
Hackworth, secretary; Daryle Al - Yanok.
wine, treasurer: Sandra Crist, his1.105 p.m.Spartan Sports Parade.
torian; Judy Giannini and Diana
1:05-1:25--Down the Tubes "RoadReinert. members at large.
Kenton, June Christy,
The CSTA is a campus organiza- show" with Stan
The loll wing school districts
FreshmenJim Gillespie
tion for students interested in the and the Four
will hold on -campus interviews on
and Howie Reed.
teaching field. Present rnembersh
the following dates at the Job
1:25-1:30KOED Headline News.
here totals about 300.
Placement office, Adm234:
March 3 Covina elementary.
March 4 Arvin elementary.
March 4 Lincoln unified school
(Het. Stockton.
union
county
Nlarch 7 Kern
school district, Bakersfield.
March 8 Belflower city unified
, hool district.
March 9 Orme school, Mayer.
Applications for tIs
iii d J4111.
lot Year in Spuin" program are
now being accepted by its sportkir, New York university’s Washington Square college of arts and
aelences.

Prusso Elected
To Head Student
Teachers Group

’I be September 19i10 to Julie
11101 program will he held at the
University of Madrid. Any credits,
earned there are applicable toward a B.A. degree at the student’s home university or college.

KOED Log

School Interview
Dates Established

Jimmie, s

efedindive4

flat fops
ivy leagees

union

A./.11A41-(’itIlls

Marti’ 11

school district.
March 14 West Covina unified
is, nI dist ’iii.
March 15 Redlands elementary
junior high school district.
March 15- Torrance unified
.iool district.
March 15- -China Lake elemen,ili,...1.1i-trii.1

52 SOUTH FOURTH

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
FOR
ENGINEERS
ON 4 MARCH 1960

Dr. Russell Bryan, Democratic
candidate for congress from the
10th congressional district will
speak tonight at 7:30 in.the faculty

room

of

the cafeteria

to

a

meeting of the Young Democrats.

and

Flying 2u, inc., is offering a new
membership plan open to all SJS
students holding an ASH card.
Milton M. Mullis. assistant professor of aeronautics, the club’s
adviser, said the new plan will cost
$25 per year, non refundable.
There are about 10 openings available, he said.
The plan replaces the old $751
share plan which refunded $15 after the first year and $10 each additional year. However, Mr. Maths
said students can still enter tinder

"The Future of America"
present and past policies of the
Eisenhower administration will be
DO-IT-YOURSELF POLITIC1A
the topic of his talk..
(UP))- -SixTex.
DALLAS,
Dr. Bryan graduated front Stanford in 1943 Lahti received his doc- year-old Gary Cubbel told his motorate in physics from Harvard ther how he got to be president of
his Sunday School class. When the
in 1950.
exHe is now on the executive com- teacher called the roll, Gary
tnittee of the Democratic state plained, "I answered ’president’
central committee, and is co-chair- usually I just say ’here’."

this plan.
The new plan Ls being offered
for the Gist thlTie tiltiVe the (dub
was incorporated under California
law in 1943. The Flying 20 was
1938.
formed
The $25 initiation fee provides
full privileges and benefits of the

Job Interviews
NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Placement office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are request. d to sign up early.

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

"’)DAY
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Depart-1
-en} of Interior. Sacramen.o. Civil. elec
Aar.)".41,;’,a’nfl
nee’s.

Graduate Civil and Electrical Power
Engineers in LOS ANGELES, SAN

Packing corp..
and ’o

California

3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA
Downtown San Jose
66 5 1st St.CY 3-0616
Willow Glen
IOU Lincoln AreCl’ 4260

FRANCISCO AND SACRAMENTO

!-friftl.atf^^.
Coloaie Palmolive,

WEBBS

WALKING THE CAR
DALLAS, Tex. (12P11 - A tiny,
foreign car was stopped by a red
light at a busy Dallas intersection recently. The anxious driver
crawled out while the "walk" sign
was on, pushed the midget car
through the intersection, wiggled
back inside and drove on.

Big Discounts on
Gasoline!
Motor Oil
All brands 38c cel..
Cigarettes 22c pk.

SAHARA OIL CO.
2ND and WILLIAM

Attractive training program in world-wide engineering
control,

rivers, harbors, Army and Air Force bases, missile and
’OMORROW
Bauer and Black

other projects. Opportunities for initiative, rapid advancement on merit and sound experience with top
professional engineers.

2

Pizza with a "Personality"

S’(S 0

I

(1*

Something extra with your pizza maybe?
Entertainment Galore, Wed. through Sat. night

HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Ave.
CY 7-9908
Near the Civic Auditorium

SAN JOSE
LAUNDERETTE

(c

WED .boB

anc1

baande
nio)Jsrtry tsait
(Piano
(Pa
starts

Franklen of
THURSMace
New Orleans.

FRIDAY
.

SATThe
mely

Cob and Jeri y
(again)
Saints Three (for.
of the Hungry i)

Every Wednesday Night Is’ Ladies Night. be
T.G.I.F. Club Meets Every Friday, 2:00 til ??

417 S. FIRST ST.

B.A.

y,

"S

Otis Ele..ator co.
,

On-spot offers, no written exam, liberal fringe benefits
The Pacific Telephone and Telegrapi-

and moving expenses. Extra pay for top grads. Em-

1 2 21A

, I

Open at 4 p.m.

Laundry .
Cleaning
Hours,
8 a.m.-6 p nr
463 S. 2nd St.
Weekdays
CY 4-2420
8 len -5 o.m.
i

York.

New

Vanity Fair
56 Valley Fair--CH 8-4500

man of the 10th congressional district for the Democratic party.

Fast
Bachelor Service

E

club This, Mr. Mains said,
1111 lode%
sue 01 the 1+018 two
training ...it
&Tall and
Lsluced le.trii to
rules with professional list ti,,,
Interested students rutty
crialuet
Mr. Mullis at the aeronautics
office, BET, or Jim Reeves, club
pres.
irlent, by calling CYpress 757

Everything Photographic

warwerar

Civilian Career Positions With

design and construction organization. Flood

Congressional Flying 20 Lowers Membership Fee
Candidate
Talks Tonight
in

Have a real cigarette-have a

CAMEL

ployment covered by Civil Service regulations.

Sign Up For Interview At Campus
Placement Office

Spartaguide

CLASSIFIEDS
’
Apartments for Rent

Classified Rates:
25e a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Y
Gamma Delta. -..
34 ’1

99 S. 12th, Twin. 2.4 adults. Fireplace. t 6.3c. T., ;mace heat, Oil pd.

Furn. studio will accorn. 4 or 5. I bit
US $80. CY 2.2152.

Lost end Pound
14K gold DeMolay ring. Lost in a -ea
near 9th and San Fernando. REWARD. 1
Call J.rn Parent CY 3 9774, Apt. 3

W .dnes-lay .n,.

Model

United

Newman
IC2,1-

club

2 -bedroom turn. apt. for 4 or 5. 529 5.1
St. Cl’ 44113.

To Place en Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room lb. Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

A.

delegate:

Nations

3 B.R. Water and garb. pad
39 S. 21... CL 8.7980.

,

Women’s. Collegiate Golf Tournament
W A A
- 1
participants,

Share Reefs!.

,

Help WontedMan & Women
arI,,44

Men and women students, have opt for alert, energetic sales-rnindad s
dents. Hours arranged to fit class sched.
ule. Commission basis: Average parttime earnings-550 per week. Contact:
Mrs. L. W. Wolf SOVEREIGN MANU
FACTUR1NG, . CY 3.0132 or Student
Placement Office. .......

I-

-

Needed: I or 2 girls to share rise’.
lurn. apt. CY 5-8186. 4-7 p.m.
Elderly, gentlemen desires young mar
rind couple to share nice home re 1 college. Most be protestant. For detnl,
call CY 4.4190 evenings.

Tao

Delta Phi

(7:1;ft.-

iiiteeeila# "

WEST COAST ARCHITECT

TOMORROW
Spartan Orin,
Young

Help WaufedMle
Winted. Man share rent with 3. Sep.
new 3 bcirm home. Rent $30 mo.
College Men to work
Stes org.
Per,III1C. Full time su,nmer work 12 hrs. CL 1-3116.
$20. 20 hours-540. Call Mr, Clement
Male student to share apt. vi, , 2 o’l-ers.
CH 8-8466. I p.m. 4.36 p m.
/kr,. 2 420 S. 7th.
Reams for Reif
Autos For Sole
r

Reims for Man.
37

r,

$27.50 mo

’SS Buick Pon,
f.
.
" 7,515t
p and WS?.
Men’s College House, 47 S. 80- F.,n.
’SO Ford 4.dr. rebul;t eng,ne new brak,.
rms
inen washer, pl,orm r
R&H good condition. AN 9.0951.
dean,1 nero. $28.
Will sell contract at Wendy Ginn et
die. C411 DA 4-2606 or or te 421 C a -e
mont Wy. Menlo.
Rm. and Board, k.t
week, 515 per month, 650 5
3-7453.

me,
5,6

,

Pure. rms., male students
ork, $:0
$15. Peer to Housing Off.i!ei.
Opening in mons ers-ep. $25 r-o 558 S.
5th $t.. Ct’ 7.1615.
Men, lge. sunny rm. Rent ’was, break
fast opt,nal. 406 S. 11th,

’SI MG -TO. PEN. good c’t.rd rigs 7
8 WI-4 8 1280.

SHIRTS
DRY CLEANING
WASH & DRY

IRENE’S
Drive -In
Lanudry

Miscellaaeous for Sale
Tape.reedr. Hi -Fl 3 speakers 5
sell 9, no to Miami ’Bob Cl’
Intertalameet
Ladies Nitsevery Wed.
BONES. 417 S. lit St.

ICo,

r

1. ’A

Relating
100 Wedding Invitations, $12.50. ’Thank
you notes free. AL 29191,

.fonAcz

01
X

rie

I!

The best tobacco makes the best

’K ’NISH
t

DOME.5+K

ii3Alakil Pr E s

ii!ekoms
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estrie, N. C. L,
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